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outperformance at different times in the market cycle. 
The academic research into factors suggests what 

those things would be. The small-cap part of the market 
tends to behave differently from the large-cap part of the 
market. The value part of the market tends to behave dif-
ferently from the growth part of the market. If you have a  
portfolio that disproportionately weights some of those 
factors, you start to get meaningful diversification. You 
also start to get the benefit of less volatility while still pre-
serving the same kind of returns. 

The challenge is that nobody can tell you when each 
part is going to outperform. So, you have to be willing to 
tolerate performance that’s different. If you want a differ-
ent return and you want a different behavior, you have to 
be willing to be different. For example, over the past several 
years, the S&P 500 and growth stocks have outperformed; 
those who diversified into other 
parts of the market underper-
formed. But patient investors 
who are willing to tolerate the 
shorter-term underperformance 
should expect to be rewarded 
in the future. It is reasonable to 
expect less volatility and a better 
return.

Well, that leads to a good question. In the case of small-
cap value, it underperformed for several years until this 
year. How do you convince people who are looking at, say, 
five-year performance to stick with the strategy?

I think it’s really important that you are able to invest 
with conviction. To invest with conviction, you need to 
understand the history. You need to understand the histor-
ical behavior of the asset classes that you’re investing in. If 
you go back to the 1920s, there are periods of eight, 10, 15, 
even up to 20 years where the performance of small-cap 
value stocks was comparable to, or below, the S&P 500. So, 
it takes a lot of patience.

Somebody who’s going to tilt a part of their portfolio to 
small and value, or just small or just value, needs to under-
stand that. They need to recognize that that part of the 
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You make an argument in the book “2 Funds for Life” 
(The Merriman Financial Education Foundation, 2021) 
about why investors should diversify instead of holding 
a concentrated portfolio. Could you share a summarized 
version?

Sure. Diversification has been described as the only free 
lunch in investing. The reason you get seemingly some-
thing for nothing is that there are parts of the market that 
tend to move at different times. 

If you combine two things that have positive expected 
returns and they move up and down at different times or 
they don’t move in a coordinated way, you effectively get 
a less bumpy ride. And that less bumpy ride means lower 
drawdowns and less volatility in your portfolio without 
having to give up expected returns. 

The real trick is making that diversification meaning-
ful. Many investors think they have a broadly diversified 
portfolio, when in fact what they have is a bunch of differ-
ent similar funds. It’s this mishmash of stuff, but when you 
add it all together, it still looks like the whole market. As 
an example, when some of my friends will come to me for 
a portfolio analysis, I’ll look at their distribution of assets. 
Often, I find that they could basically do the same thing 
with an S&P 500 index fund. 

So, the trick is to have meaningful diversification. You 
need to have different parts of the portfolio that genuinely 
have different performance characteristics or deliver their 
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If you want a different 
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period? It’s hard to predict. 
History suggests that about one in 20 of the developed 

countries failed over a lifetime of investing. Are you will-
ing to take the risk that your country is never going to run 
into that kind of a problem? If you are, then that argument 
that U.S. companies have a lot of their revenue from inter-
national sales makes sense. But if the U.S. economy were 
to fall onto dire times, holding shares in those companies 
won’t protect you. 

Historically, if you diversify internationally, it hasn’t 
boosted or hurt returns or volatility by much. In terms of 
safe withdrawal rates, diversifying internationally leads to 
a slight improvement because you’re rebalancing back and 
forth between regions that thrive at different points in time.

The record suggests that diversifying internationally 
is very cheap insurance. That’s 
the way I would think of it. You 
have to decide what you’re com-
fortable with, but I would be very 
surprised if most people can’t 
tolerate having 10%, 20% or 
30% of their portfolio in interna-
tional securities. That protection seems well worth it.

In terms of the optimal number of mutual funds or 
exchange-traded funds (ETFs) to hold, you found that hold-
ing 10 funds versus holding two or three doesn’t necessar-
ily give an advantage in terms of diversification. You found 
that holding fewer funds actually had a little bit more ben-
efit, beyond simplicity.

portfolio might lag for a very long time. They need to be 
able to look at periods of underperformance and say, “It’s 
not different this time.” That’s a tough thing to do because 
during those periods of underperformance, there will be 
countless articles written saying, “It is different this time. 
This factor has really gone away. It’s never coming back.”

So, you have to decide what you genuinely believe in as 
an investor. If you believe in almost 100 years of history 
and you can invest with conviction and confidence, history 
suggests you’ll be rewarded by sticking with it and persist-
ing to the end. 

In some ways, it’s like a game of chicken though, you’re 
up against other investors. If you can outlast them in your 
conviction and belief, you’ll do better. That’s what history 
suggests. Nobody knows the future. It could be different. 
But for me, when I’m deciding where I’m going to invest 
with conviction, I’ve got nothing better than history to 
guide my choice.

When I look at the historical performance, I feel quite 
confident that these riskier, smaller companies, value com-
panies that you can buy at a lower cost, are effectively on 
sale. I think they’ve got a better chance of outperforming 
the market than companies that everybody’s fawning over 
today. Those are likely to fall out of grace at some point in 
the future. Combining some of both gives me meaningful 
differentiation and the chance to celebrate when either are 
outperforming. 

Many investors believe they get enough international 
diversification by holding U.S.-based multinationals, but 
you argue that they really need to invest 
in companies domiciled in other countries 
outside the U.S.

This may be a little bit controversial, 
but I go back to the early 1900s and think 
about what unfolded across the last cen-
tury (Figure 1). Would anybody have pre-
dicted that the Chinese market would 
have grown, be basically wiped out and 
then grown again? Would anybody have 
predicted that the U.S. would have domi-
nated the last century after only being 
barely into the double-digits of the total 
worldwide gross domestic product (GDP) 
in the 1900s? Would anybody have pre-
dicted that Germany would have gone 
through the tough times it did with 
hyperinflation and nearly wiping out its 
stock market? 

If we look forward to a lifetime, which 
is almost 100 years for an increasing 
number of people, who’s to say what will 
happen to the U.S. market over a 100-year 

FiGUre 1

relative size of Different Markets

The changes in the relative size of the U.S., developed ex-U.S. international and 
emerging markets between 1900 and 2020. As you can see, the relative sizes 
have changed throughout the last 120 years.

Source: “2 Funds for Life,” by Chris Pedersen (The Merriman Financial Education Foundation, 2021).
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You don’t actually need all four funds to get the same tilt. 
The biggest reason I think people are drawn to a 10-fund 

solution is regret avoidance. If I own all of the asset classes 
and there’s a year where large-cap value just crushes it, life 
is good. If the next year, small-cap value crushes it, that’s 
great. If you go the other route and you just spice your 
market-like portfolio with a small-cap value fund, there 
are going to be years where large-cap value was the one 
that crushed it and you don’t own it. You’ll likely feel kind 
of bad, even though you got some benefit from owning 
the large blend market-like fund and you got some benefit 
from owning the small value.

So, I think that a 10-fund solution is perfectly fine. For a 
lot of people, it will be the portfolio they can stick with, but 
it is more complex to manage and a little bit harder to take 
care of along the way.

That makes sense. Let me move on to withdrawal rates. 
Regarding a 40-year withdrawal period, you found that a 
larger percentage of portfolio assets could be withdrawn 

That’s correct. To use a cooking analogy, think about 
making a spicy dish that you want to add a lot of flavor to. 
You have five different spice mixes, and they all rely on two 
key ingredients, let’s say it’s onions and peppers, to add fla-
vor. Some of them are very spicy and some of them aren’t.

You can get the same result in two different ways. One 
way is to add a little bit of all of the different spice mixes, 
some of the light ones and some of the really strong ones. 
The other is to just add a little bit more of the really spicy 
one.

So, that’s basically what’s happening when you look at 
these portfolios. If you take a portfolio like my colleague 
Paul Merriman’s Ultimate Buy and Hold portfolio, it holds 
large-cap blend, large-cap value, small-cap blend and 
small-cap value funds. Effectively, you’re tilting a market 
portfolio toward small and value. The large value tilts a lit-
tle bit toward value, the small blend tilts a little bit toward 
small and the small value tilts toward both small and value.

If instead you just took a small-cap value fund and you 
spiced a market portfolio with it, you can get similar tilts. 

FiGUre 2

risk and reward of Different Portfolio Mixes

The chart below shows the compounded annual growth rates (CAGR), drawdown and largest safe withdrawal rate for mixes of 
intermediate-term U.S. government bonds, S&P 500 and U.S. small-cap value. Backtesting using data for the period of 1970 
through 2020 is used.

Source: “2 Funds for Life,” by Chris Pedersen (The Merriman Financial Education Foundation, 2021).
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annually if a barbell portfolio—which combines an aggres-
sive allocation with a conservative allocation—was used. 
In particular, combining small-cap value and intermediate-
term Treasury bonds. Could you share some insights about 
those findings?

I did an analysis where I looked at allocation mixes of 
intermediate-term Treasury notes and the S&P 500. Then 
I looked at allocation mixes of the S&P 500 and U.S. small-
cap value and, finally, mixes of U.S. small-cap value and 
intermediate-term Treasury notes.

The highest 40-year safe withdrawal rate, if you use 
data going all the way back to 1928, was 4.29% for a 50/50 
mix of small-cap value and intermediate-term Treasuries.

The mix of 60% S&P 500 and 40% small-cap value had 
a 40-year safe withdrawal rate of 3.62%—more than a half 
percentage point less. 

If you look at the data only going back to 1970, it’s even 
more compelling. The 40-year safe withdrawal rate for 
the 50/50 mix of small-cap value and intermediate-term 
bonds was 4.63% versus 3.65% for the 60/40 mix of S&P 
500 and the same bonds (Figure 2). That’s almost a full per-
centage point difference.

The barbell portfolios also had annual returns that were 
more than a full percentage point higher with worst-case 
drawdowns that were about the same as the S&P 500/
bond portfolios.

This barbell strategy of mixing two very different asset 
classes—Treasury notes and small-cap value stocks—gives 
you a broad level of diversification with a small number 
of funds. With small-cap value, you’re getting exposure to 
small, value and market risk factors. With intermediate-
term Treasury bonds, you’re getting exposure to term risk. 
The bonds tend to do well at different times than the stocks 
do. When you combine the two, you get a broadly diver-
sified portfolio that’s simple to implement. The biggest 
thing it’s missing is geographic diversification, and you 
could get that by substituting a total global market fund 
for the S&P 500.

It’s pretty interesting. You’re taking a lot of risks with 
stocks while staying pretty conservative on the bond side.

Yes. Diversification is about combining things that are 
different, and these things could hardly be more different. 

You used the term “nudge withdrawal” in your book. Can 
you explain to our members what this is?

Some of the 2 Funds for Life approaches maintain allo-
cations to both a small-cap value and a target-date fund 
into retirement. 

Once in retirement and taking withdrawals, you could 
rebalance the portfolio annually before taking withdraw-
als, but that’s a bit unnatural because you have to sell what’s 
been winning to buy what’s been losing. So, I wondered 
whether there might be something that was behaviorally 
more attractive. What I considered is whether someone 
could just look at their portfolio and say, “Which asset class 
is outsized? Which one is bigger than it’s supposed to be?” 
and take from it.

Let’s say you’ve decided to follow the aggressive 2 Funds 
for Life strategy I describe in the book, which maintains a 
20% allocation to small-cap value in retirement. When it 
comes time to take your annual withdrawal, you’d start by 
looking at the share of your portfolio represented by the 
small-cap value fund. If it was over the 20% target alloca-
tion, you’d take the entire annual withdrawal from small-
cap value. If it was under 20%, you’d take the entire annual 
withdrawal from the target-date fund. The result would be 
a “nudge” back toward the target asset allocation.

This makes rebalancing more natural because you just 
look at the fund that is doing 
comparatively better and you 
harvest some of your profits. 
You’re basically saying, “Well, 
I’m going to take a little bit off 
the table from this thing that is 
getting larger. In doing so, my 
portfolio is brought a little closer 
to my target allocation.”

The interesting thing is when I ran the backtests, nudge 
withdrawals perform very similar to annual rebalancing in 
terms of the expected returns and drawdowns. Plus, your 
withdrawal is easier to take. You just do one thing instead 
of rebalancing and then taking the withdrawal. I think for 
a lot of people, it’s a very practical approach. ▪
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